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Introduction

E-learning has shown to be effective to implement both formal and informal 

educational programs, but research indicates it is not an easy process to 

implement effective e-learning initiatives, especially not, student centered e-

learning.  In general, the implementation of e-learning will bring changes into 

organizations, therefore, the implementation of e-learning has been identified 

as a complex process that involves the participation of many parts, such as 

learners, teachers, planners, leadership, technologists.

In many universities e-learning implementation has a limited scope, restricted to 

the technological part, which is not enough to have a great repercussion into 

meaningful and effective learning. Furthermore, some organizations go through 

the process to implement e-learning intuitively, based on their previous 

experience with other projects, instead of following lesson learned from other 

organizations and empirical research. The implementation of elearning requires 

a good understanding of learning theories, technology for education and 

organizational behavior. This methodology guides leading groups in the process 

to implement student centered e-learning (SC-elearning), to be better prepared 

to overcome the difficulties and challenges that e-learning implementation will 

bring.

The methodology was developed as a part of the DLI project, which was a 

partnership between Aalborg University, Consufé and CanopyLab. The project 

was funded through the PIVØ program administrated by Access2innovation and 

financed by the European Regional Fund. The main purpose of the project was 

to develop a methodology to implement a student-centered e-learning solution 

provided by the CanopyLAB LXP to universities in the East African region. With 

the development of this methodology, the DLI project aims to provide 

universities with the proper implementation guideline in a sustainable and 

scalable manner that will work as a scaffolding for institutions enabling them to 

reach internal organizational learning and maturity regarding e-learning. 

The 5-step methodology presented here is a prototype and only steps 1 and 2 
were fully tested. The other steps were product of academic literature review, 
field research and feedback from the pilots run in Gulu University and Maseno 
University
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Aim of the methodology 
To provide universities with the proper implementation guideline in a 

sustainable and scalable manner that will work as a scaffolding for 

institutions enabling them to reach internal organizational learning and 

maturity regarding e-learning
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Principles of the methodology
1. Participation as a way to involve stakeholders 

2. Sociotechnical and socio-cultural approach to implement 

elearning

3. Pedagogy drives elearning

4. Change management and organizational culture to deal with the 

transformation
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Helps to understand the 
complexity of the e-learning 

system  and the stakeholder’s 
needs and wants to define a 

clear vision for the e-learning 
project

ENVISIONING

TOOLS

• 360-degree Awareness 
Stakeholders Understanding 

• Stakeholder Involvement 
• Defining a Shared Vision

Outcome: shared vision and 
objectives 

Supports building internal 
competences to design and 

implement e-learning 
initiatives 

PREPARING

TOOLS

• Learning Designer Workshop
• User  centered Design for IT 

staff
• E-learning platform training

Outcome: Key change markers 
prepared  

Facilitates the identification, 
prioritization and design of 

pilot initiatives

PILOTING

TOOLS

• Design for learning process 
(course blueprint)

• Reflective diary
• Knowledge sharing (social 

media format)
• Evaluation

Outcome: institutional e-learning 
design process

Supports the establishment 
of a solid elearning practice

SCALING

TOOLS

• Design process (from piloting)
• Change management check list
• Communicating vision check list
• User centered check list 
• Student centered check list

Outcome: established process of design 
and implementation elearning initiatives

Supports the development of 
a learning  that allows 

constant improvement and 
innovation 

MATURING

TOOLS

• Creative thinking process 
• Knowledge repositories 

Outcome: solid continue 
development 

The steps and tools

The methodology consists of five main phases: Envisioning, Preparing, 

Piloting, Scaling and Maturing.  The description of each step is 

presented in following pages. 

Each step is composed by a set of that will support to reach its outcome.
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Tools for the envisioning step 
This step helps to understand the complexity of the e-learning system and the 
stakeholder’s needs and wants to define a clear vision for the e-learning project.

Tools

• 360-degree Awareness Stakeholders Understanding 

• Stakeholder identification

• Stakeholder involvement 

• Defining a Shared Vision
6
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360- degrees Awareness 

Description: This is a dialogue tool that ensures that your organization is 

aware of all the challenges concerning student centered elearning 

implementation. With this tool you can have a structured dialogue where the 

key challenges and your  specific elearning implementation challenges are 

made clear. 

Use:

1. To talk about concrete and well identified elearning implementation 

challenges

2. To discuss about organizational readiness for student centered elearning 

and organizational culture 

3. To help to identify organizational most important challenges regarding the 

elearning project 

4. To assist a structured dialogue to get a common understanding of elearning 

success factors 

Duration: 60-90 minutes
Number and type of participants: 4-10 

participants.  Leading group of an 

elearning project

Outcome: identification of key issues to key in mind during the 

implementation of an elearning digital platform 

Download the 360 degree Awareness tool
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Stakeholders - Understanding 

Description: Stakeholder Understanding tool provides a visual way for the 

leading team to build shared understanding and make collective decisions for 

who are the people or group of people that has influence or is included by 

the e-learning project.

Use:

1. To have a dialogue with your team about the different stakeholder of your 

project

2. To identify and list your stakeholders

3. To categorize and map your stakeholders

4. To prioritize people or gruops that you need more atention

Duration: 45-60 minutes
Number and type of participants: 4-10 

participants.  Leading group of an 

elearning project

Outcome: clear list and roles of stakeholders and a plan for how to involve 

those stakeholders. 

Download the Stockholder Understanding tool
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Stakeholders - Involvement 

Description:   A Future Workshop is a method for planning and forming a vision of 

the future of a specific group. The stakeholder involvement adopted and adapted 

the “Future Workshop” to know needs, desires and challenges of stakeholders in 

an e-learning initiative. This is a workshop that can be tailored to the target group.  

It can be used to work with teachers, administration, managers or students. 

Use:

1. To come up and analyze the elearning situation at the university 

2. To create a collective vision of the future of elearning 

3. To identify potential elearning project that can support the implementation 

of elearning 

4. To give voice to different groups in the university regarding elearning  talk 

about concrete and well identified elearning implementation challenges

5. To make collaboration more efficient

6. To design processes and products that help address elearning challenges

Duration:  3 hours
Number and type of participants: 10-20 

participants.  Different stakeholder 

groups

Outcomes:  it includes a map with stakeholder’s perspectives, desires, needs 

and challenges regarding the elearning project. Furthermore, the workshop 

support the creation of group identity and shared vision for the different 

people involved in the project. 

Download the Stakeholder Involvement tool
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Shared - Vision 
Description: A project vision gives project participants a direction and a reason 
to be part of the project. It responds to the questions: Why we are doing this 
effort? and Why do we want to change? Furthermore, a shared vision creates a 
sense of “we-ness”, eliminates confusion, clarifies the project's purpose and 
brings together the team. This tool guides the team leading through the process 
of writing down a clear vision for their elearning project 

Use:

1. To gather information from previous tools and reach a common 

understanding of the objectives of the project

2. To write down a vision statement of an elearning project

3. To define a communication plan of the shared vision

Duration: 60-80 minutes
Number and type of participants: 4-10 

participants.  Leading group of an 

elearning project

Outcome: vision statement for the project

Download the Shared Vision tool
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Tools for the preparing step 
This step helps to build internal competences to design and implement e-learning 

courses using a student centered approach.

Tools

• Learning Designer Workshop 

• User centered design for IT staff 11
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E-learning platform- Training 
Description: this a training workshop about the digital platform that the institution have 
chosen to use. In the case of this methodology  is the first tool in the Preparing step and aims 
to give the participants an introduction to and understanding of the Social Learning Platform, 
CanopyLAB. The CanopyLAB learning platform is a student-centered platform which the DLI-
project takes point of departure in and thus will be the focal point throughout the entire 
Student-centered learning Implementation Methodology process. The participants will 
understand the fundamentals of the CanopyLAB learning platform in order to support 
students, colleagues and learning designers going forward. 

It is the main aim of this training that participants understand the features and functionalities 
of the elearning platform from the student-centered learning, therefore, during the training 
different examples and tools are introduced to support this learning approach. 

Use: 

To become familiar with the basics of the CanopyLab platform and how the 

platform works

To understand the difference between a more traditional elearning platform 

and student-centered learning digital platform

To know different tools, features and third technologies that can support 

active digital learning

Duration: 2 hours
Number and type of participants: 10-25,

Faculty and IT staff.

Outcome: teachers aware of the digital learning platform and how to use it 

from the student-centered learning perspective.
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Learning Designers - Workshop 

Description: The aim of the workshop is to support academic staff to become “learning 
designers”, in order to facilitate meaningful learning experiences. A learning designer is a 
teacher who can make informed decisions about content, structure, timing, technologies, 
pedagogical strategies, sequence of learning activities, learning spaces and assessment. 
Furthermore, a learning designer is able to identify a learning need and create an artefact to 
fulfill that need. The participants will go through the following macro activities: concepts 
about learning designer and teachers as designer and discussions about how to become a 
learning designer (Canvas 1), understand students, learning context and learning goals 
(canvas 2) and finally, designing learning activities for an elearning course (canvas 3). 

Use: 

To develop IT and pedagogical competences of teachers 

Duration: 6 hours altogether 
Number and type of participants: 10-20 

participants.  Faculty 

Outcome: teachers aware of the role and competences of a learning designers 

and a first draft of a potential elearning course. 

Download canvas 1 canvas 2 canvas 3 

Canvas 1

Canvas 2
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User Design for IT - Workshop

Description:  this is a workshop to support IT staff to become more user-

centered designers and understand better their users. The workshop uses 

tools such as personas, student empathy map (canvas 1), and student 

experience map Canvas 2).

Use:

To understand the user experience of IT Departments and IT academic 

services, from the perspective of teachers and students 

To map the different type of users that IT Departments and IT academic 

services  have

To know better the user of the IT Departments and IT academic services

Duration: 2 hours + field 

work of 2 hours

Number and type of participants: 4-10 

participants. IT staff that support students 

and teachers to use elearning platforms 

Outcome: IT staff more aware of the needs, challenges and motivation of 

students and faculty.

Download canvas 1 canvas 2

Canvas 1 Canvas 2
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Pilot
Tools

• To have a clear design for learning process -it could be the same 

process proposed in the learning designer workshop or other processes defined by the 
organization

• To create a Knowledge sharing repository - Create a space where 

teachers can share their knowledge about tools, technologies, learning activities, 
designs

• To have a reflective diary - a simple online tool where the team and the 

people who implement the pilots collect inputs about: successes, failures, driving forces 
and resisting forces,  to be used in the evaluation workshop

• To run an evaluation workshop - short workshop to reflect on the pilots 

and redefine the learning design process

This step facilitates the identification, prioritization and design of 
pilot initiatives. Here the leading group is responsible of identifying 
changemaker within the organization who are willing to design and 
implement elearning innovative initiatives. In this step the 
methodology recommends:  

Scale

• Change management – deal with change will be an ongoing process, therefore, 

the leading team should  have a  change management check as a process to assess how a 
team is doing regarding change management. This includes reviewing the project vision and 
communicating it.

• User centered – keep developing awareness among the IT staff about design for 

their users: students, faculty and administration 

• Student centered learning – keep updated in new trends, research and tools 

for student centered learning. 

Tools

Piloting

Scaling

Mature
• Creative thinking process - a general creative thinking process to identify and 

solve their organizational challenges. The university should aim to become a learning 
organization

• Knowledge repositories - expand the knowledge sharing practice (in the 

testing phase) to an organizational knowledge sharing and creation repository

This step facilitates the creation of a solid elearning practice. Once 
that the pilots have been completed, the leading group should start  
elearning initiatives in other departments of the university. New 
projects should use this methodology as guideline. Furthermore, we 
recommend that the leading group will develop their own check list 
to keep in mind the following aspects: 
In this step the methodology recommends:  

This last step is of continue development, where the leading group 
should develop organizational capacity to keep learning and growing. 
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